This work is a three-dimensional stability study based on the modal analysis for a continuous beam with a Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (KV) distribution. The analysis is canied out self-consistently within the context of linearized Vlasov-Maxwell equations and electrostatic approximation. The emphasis is on investigating the coupling between longitudinal and transverse perturbations in the high-intensity region. The interaction between the transverse modes supported by the KV distribution and those modes sustainable by the cold beam is examined. We found two classes of coupling modes that would not exist if the longitudinal and the transverse perturbations are treated separately. The effects of wall impedance on beam stability is also studied and numerical examples are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In a customary stability analysis of a continuous beam in an accelerator or storage ring. longitudinal and transverse effects are treated separately, an approximation that is valid because space-charge forces a~ relatively weak and characteristic frequencies differ by orders of magnitude. For a very intense beam like the one in the proposed heavy ion fusion facilities, the space-charge forces are large and all frequencies are of the order of the plasma frequency, the separated treatment of longitudinal and transverse perturbations may not be applicable. Such a concern was raised more than two decades ago in the heavy ion fusion studies. Since then, some investigations have been exploited in attempt to address the issue by improving the earlier stability theories for laminar beams or nearly laminar beams.
In a study of two-dimensional, axisymmetric perturbations in a beam with a KV distribution, an instability caused by the coupling between the longitudinal and transverse motion was discovered in theory.[ll Later computer simulations confirmed the prediction and found this kind of instability to he a mechanism for energy exchange-between the longitudinal and transverse motions in the beams with high anisotropy in temperature.[2-4] These findings and many fine papers published aftenvard[fi-ll] mark a success in exploring the intense beam stability. However, to date, the rigorous theory, though not necessarily computer simulations, is still left in the axisymmetric geometry and the three-dimensional theory remains to he improved. The p w s e of this work is to extend the earlier investigation of axisymmetric modes in a KV heam to a full threedimensional stability study. It is hoped that the approach 
THEORETICAL MODEL
We consider a continuous, nonrelativistic beam of circular cross section with radius a and constant particle density po propagating inside a conducting pipe of radius b and arbitrary wall impedance. A cylindrical coordinate system where U: = U: + U $ U,, up and vI are particles' radial, azimuthal and axial speeds, respectively, vo is the averaged axial speed of particles, and S(z) is the delta function.
STABILITY ANALYSIS
The stability study here is canied out within the context of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations and the electrostatic approximation for small perturbations evolving in the linear regime. Thus, we consider small perturbations in the distribution function fl(x,v,t) and in the electric potential-&(x, t) described by the linearized Vlasov-Poisson equa-
,inns
Assuming the perturbed qu@ties vary in space and time according to { f l , $'} = { f , $}ei(wt+mp--)z), the linearized Vlasov-Poisson equation can be treated by integrating over the unperturbed particle orbit to yield the following differential-integral equation in the region of r 5 a. 1,2,3 , . . .. where Gj is independent of r. AI = E,"=, (-I)j+lGj. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Here, we present a numerical example of the solutions to the dispersion relation (IO) for some low radial modes associated with the dipole (m = 1) perturbation. Readers are referred to Ref. I for the numerical results of the axisymmetric modes. We consider only the case of b/a = 1.5 and ka = 1. The infinite determinants in the dispersion relation have to be truncated to finite ranks for a practical numerical computation. We limit our study to the first sixteen transverse modes, up to the TI,^ modes, out of the sequence of an infinite number of the roots of Eq (10). The real part of n/v, is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of tune depression v/uo. Figure 2 shows the real part of R'/u,' as a function of v/vo in the high-intensity region. As shown in Fig. 1 , that for all modes, the values of n/v, start from the solutions of Uj = 0 = 1,2, and 3), i.e. from 1, 3, 5 , m d 7, at v = U,, and decrease when the beam intensity increases. We have studied the three-dimensional stability of a continuous beam with a KV hstrihution within the context of linearized Vlasov-Maxwell equations and electrostatic approximation. A dispersion relation has been derived to facilitate the investigation of any azimuthal mode. Two classes of coupling modes were discovered. The occurrence of mode confluences in the high-intensity region indicates possible instability. We have examined some lower radial modes of dipole perturbation and identified some unstable modes. In panicular, we have found a confluence of the usual dipole mode and a previously studied transverse mode may cause weak instability. The highest growth rate of the dipole modes are higher than that of the axisymmetric modes previously studied. Since not all instability in a KV beam are realized, computer simulations are suggested for further investigation. The effect of resistive wall impedance was also studied for dipole modes. It was found that only the usual dipole mode is appreciably affected by the resistive wall impedance. 
